Becoming story : a journey among seasons,
places, trees, and ancestors

Indigenous Peoples
Life Stories & History

by Greg Sarris 970.3 SARRIS
Moving between his childhood and the present day, Sarris creates a
kaleidoscopic narrative about the forces that shaped his early years
and his eventual work as a tribal leader. He considers the deep
past, historical traumas, and possible futures of his homeland.

How we go home : voices from indigenous North
America
by Sara Sinclair 971.4009 HOW
In myriad ways, each narrator's life has been shaped by loss,
injustice, and resilience--and by the struggle of how to share space
with settler nations whose essential aim is to take all that is
Indigenous.

Red paint : the ancestral autobiography of a
Coast Salish punk
by Sasha taqwšeblu LaPointe B LAPOINTE
Examining what it means to be vulnerable in love and art, an
indigenous artist, blending together punk rock with traditional spiritual
practices, throws herself headlong into the world, determined to build
a better future for herself and her people.

New Native kitchen : celebrating modern
recipes of the American Indian
by Freddie Bitsoie 641.5929 BITSOIE
From the former executive chef at Mitsitam Native Foods Café at
the Smithsonian's National Museum of the American Indian, and
James Beard Award-winning author James O. Fraioli, New
Native Kitchen is a celebration of Indigenous cuisine.
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We are the middle of forever : Indigenous
voices from Turtle Island on the changing
Earth

California through Native eyes : reclaiming
history

by Dahr Jamail 979.0049 WE

Combining oral histories with creation myths, the author tells
California history strictly through Native perspectives, including the
Pomo, and demonstrates the importance of sacred landscapes.

A powerful, intimate collection of conversations with Indigenous
Americans on the climate crisis and the Earth's future.

I will : how four American Indians put their
lives on the line and changed history
by Sheron Wyant-Leonard 323.1197 WYANT-LEONARD
Wyant-Leonard weaves the personal recollections of four members
of the American Indian Movement--Leonard Peltier, Dennis Banks,
Dorothy Ninham, and her husband Herb Powless--into a unique
narrative to expose their trials and tribulations over the course of
two decades.

We Are the Land : A History of Native
California
by Damon B. Akins 970.004 AKINS
We are the Land recounts the centrality of the Native presence from
before European colonization through Statehood paying particular
close attention to the persistence and activism of California Indians
in the late twentieth century and early twenty-first centuries.

The red deal : indigenous action to save our
Earth
by Red Nation 363.7387 RED
A guide to Indigenous liberation and the fight to save the planet.
The Red Deal is both a manifesto for Indigenous liberation and a
plan for the future of our planet. Part movement document and part
activist handbook.

Mabel Mckay : Weaving the Dream
by Greg Sarris B MCCAY by SARRIS
A world renowned Pomo basket weaver and medicine woman.
Mabel McKay's baskets cannot be separated from her dreams. It is
through her dreams she learned to weave, teaching others about the
culture and the dream world in which she lived.

by William J. Bauer 970.004 BAUER

Deer Woman : An Anthology
by Elizabeth Lapensě G DEER
Based on true stories of Indigenous women throughout the world.
This comic book itself is a powerful expression that weaves stories
of Deer Woman into the modern narative.

Deep hanging out : wanderings and
wonderment in native California
by Malcolm Margolin 979.4004 MARGOLIN
This volume collects articles, introductions, and other pieces
Malcolm Margolin has written about California's diverse Indian
country (well over one hundred tribes), drawn mainly from the
quarterly magazine he co-founded in 1987, News from Native
California.

The earth is all that lasts : Crazy Horse, Sitting
Bull, and the last stand of the great Sioux
nation
by Mark Lee Gardner 970.004 GARDNER
This magisterial dual biography of Crazy Horse and Sitting Bull,
who names are iconic and whose significance in American history
is undeniable, paints both a triumphant and tragic portrait of these
two fascinating and heroic leaders.

